







Location : Burgundy School of Business, Dijon, France
Organizers : Angela Sutan
Major Topics : experimental economics, behavioural economics, economics and psychology
Conference Dates : 5/14/2008 to 5/14/2008
Submission Deadline : 2/14/2008
Send Submissions To : jee2008@escdijon.com
Sponsoring Organizations : CEREN, CERMAB, CESG, FLAVIC, CCI, CR
For further information contact : Angela Sutan, CEREN, Burgundy School of Business, asutan@escdijon.com, 
http://www.escdijon.eu/fr/ceren/chercheurs/profs_detail.asp?prof=a_sutan_ceren
Web Page : http://www.escdijon.eu/fr/evenement/jee2008.asp
10th Experimental Economics Days Dijon (France), 15th and 16th of May 2008 Organized by: the CEREN, Burgundy 
School of Business the CERMAB - LEG UMR CNRS 5118, University of Burgundy the European Center of Science 
of Taste (CESG - UMR 5170, CNRS, INRA, UB) the UMR 1129 FLAVIC ENESAD – INRA, University of 
Burgundy The conference will be hosted by Burgundy School of Business CALL FOR PAPERS We welcome original 
contributions, both theoretical and empirical, on different subjects related to the study of behaviour and to experiments 
in social sciences: experimental economics, behavioural economics, psychology and economics, consumer behaviour 
and sensorial research, behavioural marketing and behavioural finance, as well as papers related to the psychological 
aspects of human behaviour, individual and collective decision-making, individual information-processing, emotions 
analysis, consumer behaviour, and submissions with an interdisciplinary approach, but we will generally consider any 
proposal related to the subjects mentioned. The conference will be built around plenary lectures, parallel sessions, 
poster sessions and Tutorials for young researchers and round tables. A special workshop-"Eat and drink emotions"- 
will be organized on the 14th of May. Invited key-note speakers: Stephen Lea (University of Exeter) John List 
(University of Chicago) A panel discussion will be organized by: Yasmina Arifovic (Simon Fraser University) and 
Werner DeBondt (DePaul University) The "Young Researchers" conference will be delivered by: Gilles Grolleau 
(University of Montpellier) Benedikt Herrmann (Nottingham School of Economics) You can answer this call for 
papers by submitting a one page abstact for an individual communication, a session (3 or 4 papers) or a project for the 
Tutorials (3 pages), to jee2008@escdijon.com by February 14th, 2008. Authors will be notified of the selection at the 
end of March 2008. At this year''s conference, the organizing laboratories offer a one-day workshop on "Eat and drink 
emotions" on May 14th, 2008. This session is available to young researchers and PhD students. This day will be 
organized around laboratory and field interdisciplinary consumption and taste-evaluation experiments (auctions, 
perceptions, emotions), at the 3 sites'' (INRA, CESG, TFM) labs, on the Burgundy-theme. If you wish to participate 
in this session, please indicate this along with your abstract submission. 
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